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No Excuses is the lead single from American rock band Alice in Chains' third EP , Jar of
Flies The lyrics, penned by Cantrell, are thought to be about his unstable relationship with
band vocalist Layne Staley, Song Pack II, which also includes the songs Rooster , Nutshell ,
Down in a Hole , and Heaven Beside You .
Nutshell by Alice in Chains song meaning, lyric interpretation, video and chart that Jerry
Cantrell (Lead Guitarist) was the one who wrote most of the lyrics.
The song is well-known for its emotional acoustic instrumentation and electric guitar solo, as
well as dark lyrics about loneliness, despair, and.
We chase misprinted lies / We face the path of time / And yet I fight / And yet I fight / This
battle all alone / No one to cry to / No place to call home / Ooh / Ooh.
1, The A.V. Club examines an album that went to No. In this installment, we cover Alice In
Chains' Jar Of Flies EP, which went to No. (no angel himself) wrote most of the music and
half the lyrics (including those for “Down In A . with a similarly mellow arrangement in the
mournful fan-favorite “Nutshell.
The Seattle grunge movement of the late eighties spawned many a band, and Alice In Chains
were one of the most well-known, as well as one of the more.
25, , Alice in Chains turned an unfortunate situation into a He'd write lyrics and melody and
come down with a little demo on, I think, a four-track Nutshell turned out to be perhaps the
biggest fan favorite song among. By the group had released Top 10 hit EP SAP and second
album Dirt, with no less than four hit singles taken from it the following year including
Would? and Them Bones. after one album, he was back with the gang to release third album
Alice In Chains in that hit the US Number 1. Nutshell (Album Version). Preview, buy and
download songs from the album Original Album Classics: Alice In Chains, including Rotten
Apple , Nutshell , I Stay Away and many more. This is one of the few Alice in Chains songs
where Staley wrote both “Nutshell” is another track off of Alice in Chains' EP, Jar of Flies.
Alice In Chains resurfaced for the first time in two years to record for MTV, but it's opening
with Nutshell from the multi-platinum Jar of Flies EP, then transition into to more sublime
and nuanced levels than previously heard on their original versions. Worst to First: Every
Alice In Chains Album Ranked. This item:Jar Of Flies by Alice In Chains Audio CD $ In
Stock. Ships from . Not Available. 2. Nutshell (Album Version) [Explicit] . Write a customer
review. Most of the band's material was written by its guitarist, Jerry Cantrell, though Mr.
Staley wrote lyrics for many of its songs, including the band's. Read or print original Nutshell
lyrics updated! We chase misprinted lies / We face the path of time / And yet I fight / And yet
I. Jan 28, Explore michelle zimmerman's board Alice In Chains on Pinterest . alice in chains
Trip Hop, Good Rock Songs, Glam Rock, Music Love, Alice In Chains - Nutshell Page 1
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Unplugged - HD Video Lyrics in Closed biggphellaz.com4.
Alice in Chains chart history for all songs and albums on Billboard, the go-to source for what's
hot in music. I will always stand by my claim that this is the best song Alice in Chains ever
wrote. There is so much emotion and pain in Layne's voice that if. Written based on this
version: , CD, Columbia Records . that the first song by AIC I ever heard was the incredible
Nutshell off of this EP. Alice in Chains discography and songs: Music profile for Alice in
Chains, formed Genres: Grunge, Alternative Metal, Acoustic Rock. Albums include Dirt.
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